
J&M Accessories for Vibratory Driver / Extractors 
Casing and Pipe Clamps 

125 ton Casing 
Clamps w/ 10’ Beam 

�� Various models of clamps and beam lengths to fit any project 
application with any J&M hammer. 

�� Select either the conventional wedge-screw clamp-to-beam 
locking device or upgrade to the advanced Hydro-Lock hydraulic 
locking system. With this system, simply shift the clamps to the 
desired location on the beam and cycle the clamps to securely 
lock the clamps in place. 

�� All J&M casing clamps include internal holding valves for safety 
and extra-heavy wall cylinders machined from solid blocks to 
eliminate cylinder guards. 

 CASING 80 ton Casing 80 ton Casing 80 ton Casing 125 ton Casing 
 CLAMPS Clamps w/ 3’ Beam Clamps w/ 7’ Beam Clamps w/ 11’ Beam Clamps w/ 10’ Beam 
 Fits Models      216, 216E, 11-23 & 22-23                416, 44 & 66                     44 & 66                              66 &1412 
 Clamping force 160 ton (1425 kN) 160 tons (1423 kN) 160 tons (1423 kN) 250 tons (2225 kN) 
 Weight 2,650 lb (1200 kg) 3,260 lbs (1479 kg) 6,360 lb (2885 kg) 10,000 lb (4535 kg) 
 Length 62 in (1575 mm) 110 in (2795 mm) 150 in (3810 mm) 150 in (3810 mm) 
 Width 14 in (355 mm) 14 in (355 mm) 14 in (355 mm) 17 in (435 mm) 
 Height 26 in (660 mm) 26 in (660 mm) 35 in (889 mm) 53 in (1345 mm) 

Specialty Clamps 
�� J&M manufactures specialty piling clamps to fit all J&M vibratory drivers to solve any of 

your specialty application requirements. 
�� J&M  Z-Pile clamps are ingeniously designed with double clamping locations to grip both 

flanges of a Z-style sheet pile providing the ability to drive single sheets with the hammer 
perpendicular to the line of the wall. This is very useful in severe applications where double 
sheets cannot be driven due to difficult driving conditions. This clamp will drive double 
sheets as well. 

�� J&M  combination concrete / timber / pipe clamps will drive concrete piles from 10” to 
20”square, timber piles from 8” to 19” butt diameter and pipe piles up to 18” diameter. 

 

 HYDRAULIC Single Sheet Combination Concrete
 CLAMPS Z-Pile Clamp Timber & Pipe Clamp 
 Fits Models 416, 44 & 66        216,216E,11-23,22-23,416&44 
 Clamping force 125 tons (1112 kN) 53 ton (470 kN) 
 Weight 3,190 lbs (1447 kg) 4,970 lb (2255 kg) 
 Length 48 ½ in (1230 mm) 43 in (1095 mm) 
 Width 18 in (460 mm) 27 in (685 mm) 
 Height 41 ¼ in (1050 mm) 79 in (2005 mm) Combination Concrete, 

Timber & Pipe Clamp 

Other Vibratory Driver Accessories 
�� J&M offers an optional wireless digital radio remote system consisting of a lightweight handheld remote unit plus a 

compact receiver unit that plugs into the control panel. Use this system for unlimited operator freedom of movement. 
�� J&M offers clip-on segmental bias weights for all J&M vibratory drivers. Use these weights for high friction or otherwise 

difficult soils to increase the driving capacity. Weights are quickly removable for jobs where light weight is more important. 
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